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Tbe poly-nuclear growth model (PNG) and the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are described and discus-

sed. Results prove that our MC simulation provides a good agreement with an ana一ytical model proposed for

the infinite system.

§1.htroduction

The layer by layer growth of metal from an

electrocbemical solution was demonstrated by Bos-

tanov et al. 1)from the oscillatory nature of the initial

growth kinetics. This oscillatory evaporation
tran-

sient was measured clearly ln a molecular
beam

system.
2) The lamellar morphology is well estab-

lished in both single polymer crystals grown from

solution and melt grown crystals. Goldenfeld derived

an exact expression for the linear growth rate of
two

-dimensional nucleation colltrOlled crystal growth.3)

The growth rate was also derived indepeゎdently by

Bennett et al.4)

Recently, Gilmer has carried out the Monte Carlo

(MC) simulation to calculate these transients and

discussed the growth rate, comparing the results with

those analytically obtained from the poly-nuclear

growth (PNG) model.5) The PNG model has attract-

ed much attelltion
in the field of crystal growth and

ferroelectric domain wall motion.1~11) Ishibasbi and

Oribara have proposed an analytical model, which

has been found to provide a better agreement than

those so far presellted with the MC result of the

growth transient.10,ll) They have been presented the

characteristics of a PNG model not only for the two

-dimensional
case, but also the one dimensional one.

However, Ishibasbi-Orihara (IO) model for the one

dimensional case was inconsistent about 7% with the

exact solution.4･12･13) The purpose of this paper is to

present the MC simulation results
for the o-1e-and

two-dimensional cases. In order to examine the IO

model, which was glVen for the infinite system, our

MC simulation
was performed for the infinite limit of
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the crystal growth transients. We also made the

calculation with several parameters to examine the

analytical model given for the olle dimensional case･

We will review the analytical models in §2and §3･

In §4,we introduce the MC simulation method given

by Gilmer. Our result and discussion will be given in

§5and §6.

§2.Analytical Models of the PNG Transjents

(10 model)

Let us denote by cn the fraction of grown area in

the n-th layer, whichgives a probability that a point

P in the n-th layer is included in the grown

crystal.10･Il) The probability for P not to be included

in the grown crystal, llCn, is glVen aS

l
-cn(i)-

1
-cn_I(i)+cn_i(i)

J

x Ⅲ [1 -JS(j△T, iAT)cnll(i△f)△T]
i-0

(1)

where the Kolmogorov method is adopted
to deter-

mine the II term.14) SO'△T, i△T) isthe area covered at

i by a nucleus born at I. The eq. (1) can be transfor-

med
to

cn(t)-cn-I(i)( 1

-exp[-nJv2Lt(t-u)2
×
cn_I(T)dT]〉,

where

a(t)-1.

The growth rate

R(i)-m!l誓
(4)

numerically obtained is shown in Fig. 1, where the

results based on the Borovinskii-Tsindergozen (BT)

model15)

cn(i)- 1 -exp (一WJv2Lt(トT)2cn-I(I)dt)
(5)
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Fig. 1 The growth rate Rh in the two-dimensional case. BT

indicates the result by the Borovinskii-Tsindergozen

model, and IO is.the one given by lsbibashi and Orihara.

MC is our result calculated by the Monte Carlo simula-

tion.

is also presented. With respect to R(i), IO model

shows a better agreement thall the BT model with the

MC result presented by Gilmer, which is discussed in

§4.

The R(i) obtained from the one dimensional

case is glVen aS

cn(i)- 1
-exp[- 2JvLt(i-I)cn-1(1)dT].

(6)

S3. Kinetic Theory on a One Dimensional Growth

of a Finite length

Frank analyzed the kinetics
of crystal growth.13)

Now, we review his model. The growth is assumed

to be controlled by a coIIStant nuCleatioll events Of the

thickness ∂on the edge of the lamella ; the new layer

then grows in both directions with a constant velocity

〟. When the growth step either reaches the end of its

substrate, of length L, or meets anindependently

nucleated growth layer at the same level, this growth

will stop･ Nucleation occurs randomly anywhere

withinエat a mean rate of ∫ nucleation events per

unit length and time. It is evident that if v/L<<JL,

the growth of a layer will usually be completed before

another is □ucleated, and, in the limit, the growth rate

will be

G-bJ L, (7)

independeI-t
Of 〃･ On the other hand, if this strong

inequality is not satisfied, several nucleation events

may share responsibility for one layer, so that the

growth rate is less, which should approxi-

mate

G- b(ju)I/2. (8)

He solved the general cases as follows : Each

nucleation event in the substrate domain

-(1/2)L<x<(1/2)L create a
pair of steps,

respectively facing and traveling to the left

and to the right with velocity 〟. There are,

in ensemble average, l(x) of the former and

γ(∫)of the latter per unit
length. A step of

double height is counted as two steps. Since

no steps enter from outside the limits x- ±

(1/2)L, we have

l(x-(1/2)L〉-r(x--(1/2)L〉- 0, (9)

and, between these limits ;

∂l/∂t-I+ u(∂l/∂x)-2ulr,

∂r/∂t-I - v(∂r/∂x)-2vlr,

(10)

(11)

in which the term on the right represent

initiation, drift, and annihilation of steps, respective-

‖i5=

It is assumed that a steady state can be
attailled

in the ensemble average in which case eq. (4) and eq.

(5) are to be equated to zero. Then

dl/dx-
-I/v+2lr- -dr/dx.

Hence,

d(l+r)/dx- o.

So that

l+r-2c,

a constant.

By symmetry;

l(x- o)-r(x- o)-c.

Combining (12)and (14);

dl/dx- -I/u+4cI-212.

The solution of this equation is obtained by qua-

drature,
using (15) to determineanintegration con-

stant, as

-x-il/2U/2v-c2)(1/2)) arc tan (( 1
-c)/

(J/2v- c2)(1/2)〉

He introduced for convenience sake,

Q- (P2-L2c2)1/2

where

P-I,U/2v)I/2- (2z)I/2

being the parameter used by Lauritzen.12) In these

tens (7) rearranges to

l-c-(Q/L) tan (2砂/L).

The boundary condition (9) becomes

Lc-Q tan Q.
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Then the growth rate is solved as

G - 2bcv. 但2)

As the easiest method of calculation from these

equations in the general case, be assumed a value of

Q, and deduced from it Lc,
and

P-Q see Q. ¢3)

For small ¢ we have the approximations

Lc-Q2( 1 +(1/3)Q2+(2/15)Q4+...), e4)

P2-Q2( 1 +Q2+(2/3)Q4+…), (25)

so that

Lc-P2( 1 -(2/3)P2+...),

glVlng

G-bLJ( 1
-L2J/2v+...),

in agreement with (7).

For Q approaching 7T/2
we have :

Q-7T/216 ¢8)

Lc-(7r/2-6) cot 6

-(7r/26- 1 )( 1
-(1/3)621(1/45)641...).¢9)

P-(7r/2-6) cosec 6

-(7r/26- 1 )( 1 +(1/6)62+(7/360)64+…).

伽)

So that

Lc-P( 1 -7T2/8P2-...).

glVlng

帆

G- b(2Jv)1′2(1 -7r2v/4L2J-…), 但2)

which agrees with (8) al一d evaluates its numerical

coefficients.

§4. Monte Carlo Calc山ation of the PNG Transients

Let now show the Gilmer PNG model for the two

-dimensional
case of the crystal growth. Ⅲe assumed

that the clusters nucleate at random sites on the

surface of the crystal and at a rate′ per unit area,∫
is a fixed constant, independent of time and of the

local surface structure. The clusters start with a radial

speed v that isindependent of radius･ The appropri･

ate vertical position for each event is detemined by

a comparison with previous events to calculate the

height of the surface at that point･ Periodic boundary

conditions are employed to eliminate edge effects.

He chose the parameter describing the process in

such a way that the results closely approximate those

in the iI一finitesystem. If the linear dimension of the

section is L, it is sufficient that 2v/L<<JL2, i. e., the

time required for a cluster to cover the surface is

much larger than the average time between
nuclea-
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tion events. Gilmer took the value v- 2 XIO-3JL3,

and with this choice approximately fifty nucleation

events are generated as pairs of random number (x,

y) in the interval between 0 and 1. The time between

events is calculated with a third such random number

zt, uslng the relation

At -

I
1n(zt)/JL2. (33)

This method produces values of △J that satisfy a

Poisson distributionwith an average value of UL2)-1.

The average growth rates measured at intervals

during the depositions
of the first four layers are

showI一iII Fig. 1. The
oscillations are no longer distin-

guishable after about four layers have been deposited,

but the growth rate is still increaslng Slightly.

i5. Our Results of MC Simulations

We made the MC simulation for one and two

dimensional cases
of the crystal growth with several

values of parameters. We made the simulation on the

graphic screen for two dimensional case, visually.

This method was very useful to determine whether

the nucleation events is located on the new step or

not. Since the main procedure is almost same as one

made by Gilmer for two-dimensional case, then we

describe the one dimensional case, in detail. The

procedure of the MC calculation is as follows. We

assume that the substrate has a finite line length of L.

Then it is necefBary tO
Choose the parameters describ1

lag the system in such a way that the results are

applicable as much as possible to an infinite system.

We assume that the I一uCleation takes place at a rate

∫ per unit length per unit time, where ∫ is a fixed

constant, independent of time and the local surface

structure. The steps move after nucleation with

speed v, which is assumed to be a constant. Then the

time required for the steps to move to the boundary is

tl=L/2v, and the average time interval during the

successive nucleation isち=1/JL. It is evident that if

tl<<ち, the growth of a layerwill be completed before

the next nucleation event. It is convenient to intro-

duce the dimensionless parameter a as 2a-ち/tl -2v/

JL2. Therefore the condition 2a <{1 corresponds to

the case of the frequent nucleation events and the

long line length of L･ At the time interval ofち, steps

move as △L- vち-La. In order to discuss the general

process, we normalize the time byも- Uv)~1/2,and the
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Fig. 2 (a) Schematic diagram of the segment with the peri-

odic boundary conditions. (b) The subsegments after

time inteⅣal of t. (c) A typical growth
front of the

crystal surface.

length by上. So we may describe the process

by making use of the single parameter α as

follows ; that is, the nucleation occurs at the

average time inteⅣal of α, and the steps

move with the velocity √云~(-んv/L). In

other words, it moves by α at the time inter

val of J-6.

In actual simulation we take the line

segmellt Of ullit length labeled by M with the

periodic boundary condition. We assume

that there exist only one nucletlS On the

substrate at the initial moment. The nuclea･

tion events are generated by a random
num-

ber between 0 and 1, because it is assumed

that the line segment has a unit length. The

time between events is calculated with the

random number N, using the relation

△Jニー√㌻1nⅣ 糾

This method produces values of At that

satisfy a Poisson distribution with an aver-

age of a. After the time At, the next nuclea-

tioll events happen at anywhere on the line

segment. Then we divide the segment M into

two subsegments Ml and M2 aS Shown in Fig･

2. Thus the nucleation events are recorded in

a list of the subdivided segments ; M'(n),

o 1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 3 The growth rate Rh in the one dimensional case･
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Fig･ 4 The growth rate for the long simulation time of i/ち.

which is the i-th subsegments in the n-th layer. The

nucleation position of each new event is compared

with one for previous evelltS tO detemine whether the

step from the earlier events has expanded to cover the

point･ We divide the segment into the subsegments

Mt(n) after the time interval At. This is a
simpleway

to
avoid examlng the complicated phenom-

ena
of the coalescences of steps. Therefore

Rt●

thenumberofthestepsinthe n-thlayercn
2

(i) is determined by the subtraction of the

sum of the subsegments M,.(n) from 1.

Then the growth rate R(i)-dcn(i)/dt is

calculated from each cn(i). The MC simu-

lation were repeated 250 times･ Average

growth rate R for the case of a=0.0001 is

shown in Fig. 3.

§6. Discussion

Now let us show the theoretical model

given by Goldenfeld,
which gives the same

result discussed in i2. He got the exact

solution of the one dimensional case or the

finite system, which is written ass)

Rち- JすI(I), 監空g
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where the dimensionless parameter I is glVen by

z- qa.

The function I(2) possesses the limits

I(I)-

(

¢¢

1
-1/2z+0(1/z2) z>> 1 帥

(1/2)I(1 -z2/8+0(z4)). z<く1 ¢8)

Then we get two solutions as the limit co汀eSpOnding

-4 -2 0 2 4

1og.｡Z

Fig･ 5 MC simulations for several values of parameter I

(shown by circles)I The curves are
plots of eqs.脚and

㈹.
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to eqs. (37)and (38)as

Rち- √訂
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伽)

and

Rち- 1/ √訂. (40)

Our result of the MC simulation is compared with eq.

(39),because we treated the infinite system. The result

of Borvinski-Tindergozen (BT) model14), and lshiba-

sbi-Orihara (IO) modellO,ll) are also shown in Fig. 3･

Our MC results till the time i/ち- 5seems to be

support the IO model, which was iI-COnSistent about

7% with the exact solution of Rち- √す. As above

mentioned, our results
are applicable to the iI-finite

system, then it is expected that Rもbecomes √すat

the stationary state. In order to check this poiIlt, We

made the calculation for a long time till i/ち-20. We

got the closer value-of 1.37 to 1.39 as Rh, which is 20/.

lesser than the exact solutiongiven
by eq. 89) (Fig. 4.).

It seems to be a good agreement with the exact

solution ¢9). Moreover it is worthwhile
to

mention

that our MC simulation results of Rもshow the quick-

er transient to the stationary state than the IO model.

We calculate the MC simulation
for several values of

parameter I. The results of our MC calculation are

shown in Fig. 5. It shows the good agreement with the

theoretical values which are given by帥and ㈹.
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